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CAM

A man could starve to death out

here and nobody would give a

prairie dog’s ass about it!

Cam draws his attention to the wagon and looks back toward

the load. He looks puzzled and turns back to Fuller.

CAM

This don’t look like everything I

ordered? I’m supposed to get 2 full

wagons!

Fuller spits as he fumbles around in his pocket and comes

out with an envelope.

FULLER

They said to give this letter to

you.

Jeff gives the envelope to Cam who looks at the dirty

envelope as he takes it.

CAM

A letter?

Cam looks at the envelope for a moment then back to Fuller.

CAM

What’s it about?

FULLER

I don’t know.

Cam looks at the letter again.

CAM

They ain‘t never sent no letter

before?

Cam takes out his wire framed glasses and puts them on. He

looks at the envelope in more detail.

CAM

Am I supposed to read it now?

FULLER

I don’t know.

CAM

Well you’d think they’d tell ya

what to tell me when you got here

with it!
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FULLER

All they said was give it to you.

Cam continues to look at the envelope. He holds it up to the

sun to see if he can figure out what’s inside.

CAM

I wonder what it’s about?

Fuller sits on the wagon watching as Cam contemplates the

situation. Fuller spits.

FULLER

Why don’t you read it?

CAM

You think I should?

FULLER

I think that’s why they sent it.

CAM

It just don’t make no god damn

sense to me!

Fuller begins to climb down from the wagon.

FULLER

I’ve been sitting on that wagon 4

days now. I really don’t care!

CAM

They ain’t never sent no letter and

now they don’t tell me do I read it

now or wait till you are gone?

Cam looks toward Fuller for an answer.

FULLER

I think you should read it now. But

it don’t make no difference to me

anyhow.

Cam continues to look at the envelope and comes to a

decision.

CAM

I think I will read it now.

Fuller starts uncovering the load. He walks around the wagon

while pulling on the rope that’s used to tie down the cover.

Cam stops opening the letter and looks at the wagon

confused.
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CAM

That just don’t look like

everything I ordered?

Fuller works his way around the wagon as Cam starts to open

the envelope as he walks toward the trading post front door.

Fuller gets to the other side of the wagon when he hears Cam

start to yell from inside.

CAM

They can’t do this! God damn it!

Fuller walks around to the other side of the wagon where he

finds Cam walking back outside while reading the letter. Cam

also has a clipboard under his arm.

CAM

Did you know about this?

Cam holds the letter up toward Jeff.

FULLER

About what?

Fuller spits his tobacco and looks back toward Cam.

CAM

They say they ain’t bringing me no

more god damn supplies!

FULLER

All I do is drive.

Cam goes back to reading the letter out loud.

CAM

"This is to officially inform you

that Wilson Freight company will no

longer be available to make

deliveries to your location.

Signed....Mr. James Wilson."

Cam wads the letter up in his hand and shakes his fist at

Jeff.

CAM

No longer available? What’s that

mean?

FULLER

I recon they ain’t coming out here

no more?
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